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ABSTRACT

Low-level barotropic dynamics may help to explain the modulation of eastern and western North Pacific tropical cyclones by the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) during Northern Hemisphere summer. The MJO is characterized by alternating periods of westerly and easterly 850-mb zonal wind anomalies across the tropical Pacific Ocean. When MJO 850-mb wind anomalies are westerly, small-scale, slow-moving eddies grow through barotropic eddy kinetic energy (EKE) conversion from the mean flow. These growing eddies, together with strong surface convergence, 850-mb cyclonic shear, and high mean sea surface temperatures, create a favorable environment for tropical cyclone formation. Periods of strong MJO easterlies over the Pacific are characterized by lesser EKE and negligible eddy growth by barotropic conversion.

The term \(-\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x \partial y}\) is a leading contributor to low-level barotropic EKE conversion during MJO westerly periods across the Pacific, indicating the importance of zonal variations in the westerly jet for producing concentrations of eddy energy. This mechanism can be described as wave accumulation associated with variations of the low-level zonal flow. The conversion term \(-\frac{\partial u}{\partial y}\) contributes a smaller portion of the total conversion over the eastern Pacific, but is of comparable importance to \(-\frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x \partial y}\) during westerly MJO events in the western Pacific.

1. Introduction

Barotropic dynamics have been shown to be important to the formation and growth of wave disturbances from which tropical cyclones evolve. For example, African easterly waves over the tropical Atlantic are maintained by barotropic energy conversions from the mean flow (Norquist et al. 1977). Barotropic conversions may also be crucial to the formation of the most unstable easterly waves near the African easterly jet (Thorncroft and Hoskins 1994a), although baroclinic conversions do contribute to wave intensification (Thorncroft and Hoskins 1994b). As these African easterly waves travel into the Caribbean Sea, barotropic instability at lower levels may intensify the waves, providing energetic precursor disturbances for eastern Pacific and Caribbean tropical cyclones (Molinari et al. 1997; Molinari and Vollaro 2000). Schubert et al. (1991) and Nieto Ferreira and Schubert (1997) suggest that the eastern Pacific intertropical convergence zone may occasionally break down into multiple tropical disturbances through barotropic instability in the lower troposphere. This local unstable wave growth supports tropical cyclogenesis over the eastern Pacific Ocean. Although latent heat release and baroclinic processes clearly play a key role in mature tropical cyclones, previous observational studies have found that developing tropical depressions are often barotropic to first order (e.g., Shapiro 1978; Davidson and Hendon 1989).

Tropical wave disturbances can also amplify through barotropic wave accumulation by the mean flow. Barotropic Rossby wave accumulation through convergence of the low-level zonal flow contributes to the growth of tropical depression-type disturbances over the western Pacific (Webster and Chang 1988; Holland 1995; Sobel and Bretherton 1999). Western Pacific barotropic wave accumulation may be enhanced during active periods of the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO; Sobel and Maloney 2000). Equatorial western Pacific mixed-Rossby gravity waves are characterized by decreased phase speed and wavelength, and increased amplitude during periods of wave accumulation associated with MJO low-level convergence (Dickinson 2000). See Madden and Julian (1994) for a thorough review of the MJO.

In this paper, we examine the importance of barotropic dynamics to eddy kinetic energy growth in tropical cyclone formation regions during MJO westerly events in the North Pacific Ocean. We will consider the eastern North Pacific and western North Pacific tropical cyclone genesis regions. The MJO is characterized by alternating periods of easterly and westerly zonal wind...
anomalies across the tropical Pacific Ocean during Northern Hemisphere summer (Maloney and Hartmann 2000a, hereafter MH00). We hypothesize that barotropic energy conversions (e.g., Hoskins et al. 1983; Mak and Cai 1989) provide a significant source of eddy kinetic energy during westerly MJO periods, and that these growing eddies provide seed disturbances that may develop into tropical cyclones when other environmental conditions are favorable. Cyclonic low-level relative vorticity, low-level convergence, and weak vertical wind shear provide a favorable environment for tropical cyclone genesis (Zehr 1992; Gray 1998), and these conditions are prevalent during MJO westerly periods (MH00). We particularly focus on the low-level flow, since MH00 found that the 850-mb wind anomaly field varies more strongly than the 200-mb field over the eastern Pacific hurricane region during an MJO composite life cycle. The barotropic conversion mechanism we discuss in this paper will prove to be consistent with the 850-mb barotropic wave-accumulation arguments of Sobel and Bretherton (1999) and Sobel and Maloney (2000).

This paper does not claim that low-level barotropic dynamics can explain all aspects of tropical cyclone formation across the Pacific basin. Latent heat release is clearly important to developing and mature tropical cyclones, and mature tropical cyclones are characterized by strong vertical shears away from the center. Upper-level vorticity features can also influence the development of tropical cyclones (e.g., Montgomery and Farrell 1993), and high sea surface temperatures are a necessary condition for tropical cyclone development (Emanuel 1988; Gray 1998). We will show, however, that lower tropospheric barotropic dynamics can provide a significant source of kinetic energy for tropical wave disturbances during MJO westerly periods.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 3 determines the mode of variability in the 850-mb zonal winds over the eastern Pacific during May–November that characterizes the MJO. Periods of high amplitude of this mode will be averaged to produce composite events. Composites will define periods of strong westerly jets or enhanced easterly winds over the eastern Pacific Ocean, which vary at intraseasonal timescales. MH00 found that eastern Pacific hurricanes are four times more likely during MJO westerly periods than easterly periods. Eastern Pacific eddy kinetic energy during westerly and easterly periods will be diagnosed, and the rate of barotropic energy conversion from the mean state to eddies will be determined. The spatial structure and amplitude of the dominant eddies will be analyzed for westerly wind periods. We will examine whether local barotropic dynamics can be sufficient to foster wave growth and seed hurricane formation over the eastern Pacific. Section 4 will describe a similar analysis for the western Pacific Ocean, where Liebmann et al. (1994) documented a modulation of tropical cyclone activity by the MJO. Conclusions will follow in section 5. Hartmann and Maloney (2001, Part II of this study), examine eddy behavior over the Pacific Ocean during an MJO life cycle using a stochastically forced 2D barotropic model.

2. Data

The National Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) gridded reanalysis wind product (Kalnay et al. 1996) in pentad format (2.5° by 2.5°) is used at 850 and 1000 mb for 1979–97. The annual cycle is removed from the time series when appropriate. The annual cycle is determined by calculating pentad means for the entire time series and then smoothing with a 1-2-1 filter. Daily data, recorded once daily at 0000 UTC were used during times of significant events for better resolution in calculating eddy statistics. Our results are subject to the assumption that the NCEP reanalysis product produces
3. Eastern Pacific energetics

The goal of this section is to examine the role of MJO wind variations in focusing wave activity in regions where eastern Pacific tropical cyclones form. We will develop a local MJO index based on empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of the eastern Pacific 850-mb zonal wind. We will then examine the role of the MJO in concentrating eddy activity through barotropic dynamics over the eastern Pacific hurricane region. Figure 1 of MH00 describes the eastern Pacific tropical cyclone genesis region.

a. EOF analysis

We now use EOF analysis to determine the dominant mode of zonal wind variability over the eastern Pacific during the hurricane season. EOF analysis is conducted on the 850-mb zonal wind time series during 1979–97 in the region 0°–30°N, 75°–125°W for May–November. The annual cycle is first removed from the data. The first EOF, which explains 38% of the variance, is shown in Fig. 1. The second and third EOFs explain 10% and 8% of the variance, respectively. The leading EOF is significantly different from the rest based on the criterion developed by North et al. (1982). The first EOF depicts a jetlike zonal wind structure centered at about 10°N. The location of this jet is consistent with the location of maximum wind anomalies over the eastern Pacific in the MJO composites of MH00. EOF analysis on an expanded region (not shown) shows this jet to be in phase with equatorial wind anomalies westward to realistic winds over the Pacific. The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) product (Gruber and Krueger 1984) during 1979–97 is used in the composite analysis.
Fig. 5. 1000-mb convergence anomaly composites at lag 0 for the (a) top 20 positive and (b) top 20 negative events of the leading EOF for May–Nov 1979–97. The contour interval for the anomaly plots is $0.8 \times 10^{-6} \text{ s}^{-1}$. 1000-mb total convergences (unfiltered) for the (c) top 20 positive and (d) top 20 negative events. The contour interval for the total field plots is $1.0 \times 10^{-6} \text{ s}^{-1}$. Areas of convergence are shaded.

The date line, and out of phase with western Pacific and Indian Ocean wind variations, as is consistent with the MJO composites of MH00. The same analysis was also performed for 700-mb winds (not shown), and the structure of the leading EOF was similar to that at 850 mb. Previous studies have suggested that potential vorticity gradients at 700 mb might be important for hurricane genesis (Burpee 1972; Molinari et al. 1997). The amplitude of the MJO zonal wind variations over the eastern Pacific hurricane region is greater at 850 mb, however, so we used this level for our analysis.

The first principal component (PC) time series is derived by projecting the first EOF onto the zonal wind time series (annual cycle removed), including all seasons. The first PC is the amplitude of the first EOF. Variance of the PC time series peaks during August and September (Fig. 2). Convective heating near the eastern Pacific and Caribbean region during Northern Hemisphere (NH) summer likely contributes to the strength of the wind anomalies depicted by the first EOF.

A power spectrum of the PC time series indicates which frequencies dominate the EOF index. Fast Fourier transform analysis was performed on 18 segments of the PC time series (one segment per year). A Hanning window of length 64 pentads is used for a bandwidth of 0.0031 days$^{-1}$. The window is centered on August of each year to enable effective sampling of the summer hurricane season. The individual spectra are then averaged. The resulting spectrum has a statistically significant peak indicating a large amount of variance at periods between 30 and 60 days, periods characteristic of the MJO (Fig. 3). Spectral analysis using windows centered on February (not shown) indicates much less power at intraseasonal periods. Previous work showed that the MJO is strong in the east Pacific during summer (MH00), and the east Pacific zonal wind index that we use captures the intraseasonal variability in that region.

Comparison between the local eastern Pacific MJO index developed here and the global 850-mb zonal wind MJO index of MH00 indicates that they are closely related. The MH00 index was first developed by Maloney and Hartmann (1998) for studies of the global tropical MJO signal in all seasons. The zero lag correlation of the PC time series with the global MJO index of MH00 during May–November is $-0.6$ (not shown). This correlation is significant at the 95% level. A positive value of the MH00 index reflects westerly wind anomalies at 850 mb over the western Pacific and Indian
Oceans and easterly wind anomalies in the east Pacific. When the amplitude of the leading east Pacific EOF is positive (strong westerly anomalies over the eastern Pacific), easterly anomalies occur over the western Pacific (Fig. 4). The intraseasonal mode in the east Pacific is thus closely connected with the global MJO as defined by the MH00 index. The eastern Pacific analysis in this paper was done with both the MJO index of MH00 and our east Pacific index. The composite fields are similar but stronger and more sharply defined with the east Pacific index. We present results only for the east Pacific index here. The strongest events as determined by the equatorial MH00 index do not necessarily coincide with the strongest eastern Pacific MJO events. The MJO is locally amplified by interaction with convection over the eastern Pacific during Northern Hemisphere summer. Eastern and western Pacific MJO variability is thus not perfectly correlated (just as Indian and western Pacific variability are not perfectly correlated). We therefore use a local MJO index in this paper to better focus on the interaction between local intraseasonal wind variations and local eddy development in the east Pacific.

The east Pacific MJO index is dominated by intraseasonal variations, and so it is not necessary to filter to remove interannual variability. Moreover, an index derived from filtered data is not as useful for real-time applications (as will be pursued in future work). Nonetheless, we have constructed the east Pacific MJO index using 80-day high-pass filtered data to double-check that interannual variability is not influencing the results of this paper. Results proved to be very similar to those derived from the unfiltered local index. MJO timescale variability clearly dominates our index, and interannual variability does not influence our conclusions. We have composited the east Pacific index on ENSO indices and found very little influence. This may be because ENSO has its strongest effect on SST near the equator, and the effect on intraseasonal variations at 10°N in the east Pacific is much weaker. Although variability at other than intraseasonal timescales may occasionally project onto the east Pacific index, the influence of this on our results is apparently very weak.

In summary, the leading EOF resembles the eastern Pacific zonal wind signal in the MJO composites of MH00, and the amplitude coefficient of this EOF varies on intraseasonal timescales of 30–60 days during NH summer. Intraseasonal zonal wind variations over the eastern Pacific during NH summer are significantly correlated at lags of around 15 days with those in the west-
ern Pacific (MH00). The structure of composite wind and OLR fields derived from the east Pacific EOF index also resemble the summertime MJO across the entire Pacific (Fig. 4). These results confirm the eastward propagation of the MJO signal from the western Pacific into the eastern Pacific noted in MH00.

b. Anomaly composites

Now we will examine wind anomaly composites associated with MJO variations over the eastern Pacific during NH summer. The top 20 positive and top 20 negative amplitude events of the leading EOF are determined for May–November from the PC time series. The 20 most extreme positive and negative events correspond to event amplitudes greater than 1.5 standard deviations from zero. These events are then averaged to produce positive and negative composite events. Composite fields get smaller with the inclusion of more events, as would be expected with a normally distributed statistic, but conclusions do not change. Figure 4 shows composites of OLR and 850-mb wind anomalies across the Pacific Ocean for the top positive and negative composite events. Strong westerly wind anomalies extend from the eastern Pacific into the western Caribbean Sea during westerly periods of the index. Wind anomalies over 10 m s$^{-1}$ occur at the center of the westerly jet. Strong cyclonic shear occurs to the north of the jet core. Surface convergence accompanies this strong cyclonic shear (Fig. 5). Convergence at 850 mb (not shown) shows a similar spatial structure, but smaller magnitudes. Both the total convergence (annual cycle not removed) and the convergence anomalies are strong over the eastern Pacific hurricane formation region during...
Indian Oceans during eastern Pacific westerly phases, consistent with the boreal summer MJO composites of previous studies (e.g., Fig. 3 of MH00). Western Pacific MJO convection is similarly out of phase with eastern Pacific convection. Negative composites are similar to the positive composites, but with opposite signed anomalies.

c. Total zonal wind field composites

The total wind fields (as opposed to the anomaly fields) for the top positive and negative events are composited for use in assessing barotropic eddy kinetic energy generation. Figure 6 shows eastern Pacific 850-mb wind composites for positive and negative phases of the leading EOF at zero lag. A westerly jet over the eastern Pacific near 10°N is characteristic of positive phases with strong cyclonic shear of the zonal wind to the north of the jet core and strong anticyclonic shear to the south. The strong cyclonic shear, which coincides with the hurricane genesis region, is favorable for tropical cyclone development (Gray 1998). Surface convergence also occurs throughout the hurricane genesis region (Fig. 5). Potential vorticity analysis (not shown) indicates a reversal of the potential vorticity gradient on the north side of the cyclonic shear zone, a condition favorable for instability (Charney and Stern 1962). Potential vorticity reversals also extend with the westerly jet into the Caribbean Sea. Molinari et al. (1997) suggests that easterly waves may grow over the Caribbean and then move into the eastern Pacific where they contribute to hurricane formation. We will comment on this idea further in the next section.

Negative phases are characterized by strong easterly winds. An easterly zonal jet structure is present eastward of 100°W, with an anticyclonic shear zone prevailing to the west. In the negative phase anticyclonic wind shear and associated enhanced divergence occur in the region where tropical cyclones most often form, which would tend to inhibit cyclone development (Fig. 5). These pos-
by the MJO may explain the tendency for tropical cyclones to cluster in time (Gray 1998). We will diagnose the structure and propagation characteristics of eddies deriving energy from the mean flow during westerly MJO periods.

d. Barotropic eddy–mean flow interactions

The barotropic energy conversion terms for eastern Pacific MJO westerly and easterly phases will now be presented. The momentum equations in pressure coordinates for a barotropic fluid, linearized about a basic state $(\overline{u}, \overline{v})$, can be approximated by

$$\frac{\partial u'}{\partial t} = -\overline{u} \frac{\partial u'}{\partial x} - u' \frac{\partial \overline{u}}{\partial x} - \overline{v} \frac{\partial u'}{\partial y} - v' \frac{\partial \overline{u}}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial \Phi'_u}{\partial x} + f v' - D u' \quad (1)$$

$$\frac{\partial v'}{\partial t} = -\overline{u} \frac{\partial v'}{\partial x} - u' \frac{\partial \overline{v}}{\partial x} - \overline{v} \frac{\partial v'}{\partial y} - v' \frac{\partial \overline{v}}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial \Phi'_u}{\partial y} - f u' - D v', \quad (2)$$

where $(u', v')$ are the eddy winds, $\Phi'_u$ is the part of the geopotential not in balance with the basic state flow, $f$ is the Coriolis parameter, and $D$ is the drag coefficient.

The basic state flows $(\overline{u}, \overline{v})$ used in the energy calculations are defined as the composite anomaly winds (Fig. 14). If...
4), added to the annual cycle. Since two events may occur at different times of the year, their basic states may be slightly different. The basic-state flows for all events do not deviate greatly, however, from the composite flows displayed in Fig. 6. Results are nearly identical if the same basic state is used for all events. The basic-state flows vary slowly on MJO timescales. Eddy winds \((u', v')\) are defined as the 20-day high-pass filtered daily (0000 UTC) wind values. High pass filtering ensures sufficient scale separation between the eddies and the intraseasonal flow variations in which they are embedded, but the results are not greatly different if unfiltered data are used to define the eddies.

To derive the tendency equation for eddy kinetic energy, we multiply (1) by \(u'\), (2) by \(v'\) and then add the resulting equations. After some simplification and ensemble averaging, the kinetic energy tendency can be written as

\[
\frac{\partial K'}{\partial t} = \mathbf{\nabla} \cdot \mathbf{\nabla}' - \mathbf{u}' \frac{\partial}{\partial y} - \mathbf{u}' \frac{\partial}{\partial x} - \mathbf{u}'^2 \frac{\partial}{\partial x} - \mathbf{u}' \frac{\partial}{\partial y} - \mathbf{v}'^2 \frac{\partial}{\partial y} - 2DK' - (\mathbf{v}' \cdot \mathbf{\nabla}') \cdot \mathbf{\nabla}',
\]

where the eddy kinetic energy is given by

\[
K' = \frac{1}{2}(u'^2 + v'^2).
\]

The first term on the rhs of (3) represents the advection of eddy energy by the mean flow, the next four terms are the barotropic conversion terms, \(-2DK'\) is the dissipation rate, and the last term is the work done by the eddy geopotential. For ease in reference, we will separate the barotropic conversion terms from the other contributions to the energy tendency,

\[
\frac{\partial K'_{\text{baro}}}{\partial t} = -\mathbf{u}' \frac{\partial}{\partial y} - \mathbf{u}' \frac{\partial}{\partial x} - \mathbf{u}'^2 \frac{\partial}{\partial x} - \mathbf{u}' \frac{\partial}{\partial y} - \mathbf{v}'^2 \frac{\partial}{\partial y} - \mathbf{v}' \frac{\partial}{\partial x}
\]

Figure 7 displays the average 850-mb eddy kinetic energy (EKE) for the top 20 positive (westerly phase) and negative (easterly phase) events. Positive composites indicate substantially higher EKE than the negative composites over the hurricane genesis region. EKE values are high across the hurricane genesis region in the positive composite, with values peaking at greater than 12 m² s⁻². EKE values over the genesis region for the negative composite are generally less than 4 m² s⁻². Interestingly, EKE is also enhanced over the Gulf of Mexico during the positive composites. Westerly eastern Pacific periods coincide with enhanced Gulf of Mexico hurricane activity (Maloney and Hartmann 2000b).

A companion paper uses a stochastically forced barotropic model to show that tropical EKE is enhanced during westerly wind regimes, particularly in the accumulation zone near the downstream end of westerly jets (Hartmann and Maloney 2001). Previous studies have also noted this relationship between tropical EKE and westerly winds (e.g., Arkin and Webster 1985; Webster and Chang 1988). Figure 8 plots 850-mb EKE as a function of zonal wind for the eastern Pacific Ocean. Eastern Pacific zonal wind and EKE are averaged over
the region 7.5°–12.5°N, 102.5°–107.5°W, the region of maximum eastern Pacific zonal winds during MJO westerly events. Results are typical of relationships between zonal wind and EKE across the tropical eastern north Pacific. All pentads during May–November, not just pentads during MJO events, are used in this analysis. Pentads were organized by zonal wind values into bins of size 0.25 standard deviations (1.15 m s\(^{-1}\)). An average EKE and zonal wind was then computed for each bin. Although eastern Pacific zonal winds are easterly most of the time during the hurricane season (Fig. 9), EKE is considerably higher when eastern Pacific winds are westerly, consistent with the barotropic modeling results of Hartmann and Maloney (2001). Strong MJO events over the eastern Pacific can induce westerly winds, creating conditions that favor energetic eddies.

We hypothesize that small-scale, slow-moving eddies grow through barotropic energy conversion from the mean flow during MJO westerly jet periods over the eastern Pacific hurricane region. To test this hypothesis, we calculate the tendency of 850-mb EKE due to barotropic conversion for the positive and negative composites (Fig. 10). Strong generation of EKE occurs over the hurricane genesis region between 10° and 15°N in the positive composite. Generation rates peak near 0.8 \(\times 10^{-4} \text{ (m}^2\text{ s}\(^{-2}\)) \text{ s}^{-1}\) near 12.5°N and 100°W. Ignoring dissipation, these generation rates can replace the observed westerly phase EKE in this region (12 m\(^2\) s\(^{-2}\); Fig. 7) in less than two days. Horizontal advection of EKE is small (not shown). Other generation maxima in the positive MJO composite occur over Central America and the Gulf of Mexico. Although not shown, generation rates over the Caribbean Sea are weak during the positive composite. Barotropic dynamics over the eastern Pacific may be sufficient to excite wave activity locally without the need for upstream wave growth over the Caribbean Sea. Upstream waves that do propagate into the eastern Pacific are likely intensified locally by barotropic conversion during MJO westerly periods. EKE generation in the hurricane region is rather weak in the negative composites as compared to the positive composites. Thus, barotropic wave growth tends to support the region 7.5°–12.5°N, 102.5°–107.5°W, the region of maximum eastern Pacific zonal winds during MJO westerly events. Results are typical of relationships between zonal wind and EKE across the tropical eastern north Pacific. All pentads during May–November, not just pentads during MJO events, are used in this analysis. Pentads were organized by zonal wind values into bins of size 0.25 standard deviations (1.15 m s\(^{-1}\)). An average EKE and zonal wind was then computed for each bin. Although eastern Pacific zonal winds are easterly most of the time during the hurricane season (Fig. 9), EKE is considerably higher when eastern Pacific winds are westerly, consistent with the barotropic modeling results of Hartmann and Maloney (2001). Strong MJO events over the eastern Pacific can induce westerly winds, creating conditions that favor energetic eddies.

We hypothesize that small-scale, slow-moving eddies grow through barotropic energy conversion from the mean flow during MJO westerly jet periods over the eastern Pacific hurricane region. To test this hypothesis, we calculate the tendency of 850-mb EKE due to barotropic conversion for the positive and negative composites (Fig. 10). Strong generation of EKE occurs over the hurricane genesis region between 10° and 15°N in the positive composite. Generation rates peak near 0.8 \(\times 10^{-4} \text{ (m}^2\text{ s}\(^{-2}\)) \text{ s}^{-1}\) near 12.5°N and 100°W. Ignoring dissipation, these generation rates can replace the observed westerly phase EKE in this region (12 m\(^2\) s\(^{-2}\); Fig. 7) in less than two days. Horizontal advection of EKE is small (not shown). Other generation maxima in the positive MJO composite occur over Central America and the Gulf of Mexico. Although not shown, generation rates over the Caribbean Sea are weak during the positive composite. Barotropic dynamics over the eastern Pacific may be sufficient to excite wave activity locally without the need for upstream wave growth over the Caribbean Sea. Upstream waves that do propagate into the eastern Pacific are likely intensified locally by barotropic conversion during MJO westerly periods. EKE generation in the hurricane region is rather weak in the negative composites as compared to the positive composites. Thus, barotropic wave growth tends to support
eastern tropical Pacific eddy activity during westerly MJO periods, but not during easterly MJO periods.

Figure 11 displays the contribution from each term in the barotropic EKE generation equation (5) for the positive composite. Generation is dominated by $-u^2 \partial \zeta / \partial x$. Zonal variations in the MJO westerly jet over the eastern Pacific hurricane genesis region are of key importance in the barotropic generation of eddy kinetic energy. Generation by this term is consistent with barotropic wave accumulation, the importance of which has been noted in previous studies on the tropical circulation (e.g., Webster and Chang 1988; Sobel and Bretherton 1999). Eddy structure is dominated by zonal perturbations (see below). The $-u^2 \partial \zeta / \partial x$ term also dominates generation over Central America and the Gulf of Mexico. The term $-u^3 \zeta \partial \zeta / \partial y$ contributes some additional EKE generation over the hurricane genesis region. The dominant EKE generation, however, is caused by eddies interacting with longitudinal zonal wind gradients and not latitudinal gradients, contrary to the speculation in MH00.

The structure of the dominant eddies during MJO westerly events will be determined by regressing 850-mb eddy winds and vorticity onto the eddy vorticity at a location of high eddy vorticity variance. Eddy vorticity variance at 850 mb during the top 20 westerly events is shown in Fig. 12. Lying in the southern part of the hurricane genesis region, and within the region of high vorticity variance, we will use 10°N, 100°W as our principal point for examining eddy structure. Results are similar for other regression points in the near vicinity. Regressions of 850-mb eddy vorticity and 850-mb winds onto the 850-mb eddy vorticity time series at 10°N, 100°W are shown in Fig. 13 for the positive MJO phase. Regressions were computed at lags of −2 days, 0 days, and +2 days. Day 0 represents the time of maximum amplitude of the index for the top 20 westerly events. Amplitudes are scaled according to a positive 1 standard deviation value of eddy vorticity at the reference point. Shadings show vorticity values significantly different from zero at the 95% confidence level. Significance was determined using the $t$ statistic, assuming 20 independent events.

Slow westward moving circulations centered at 10°N having scales of about 20° longitude and about 10° latitude dominate the composites. The strongest perturbations are found in zonal winds on the northern side of the eddies where rms wind perturbations in excess of 4.1 m s$^{-1}$ can be found. Average movement is slowly westward at about 4.0 m s$^{-1}$. The eddies occur in regions of environmental low-level convergence (Fig. 5) and cyclonic shear. Therefore, slow-moving, small-scale eddies coincide with regions of low-level convergence and cyclonic environmental shear over the eastern Pacific hurricane region during westerly wind regimes associated with the MJO. Regression onto the vorticity time series at 20°N, 112°W produces structures that resemble tropical cyclones (not shown), and may explain the maximum of eddy vorticity variance in this region (J. Molinari 2000, personal communication).

4. Western Pacific energetics

Liebmann et al. (1994) noted a strong modulation of western Pacific tropical cyclones by the Madden–Julian oscillation. They found that western North Pacific tropical cyclones are about twice as likely during convectively active phases of the MJO than during suppressed phases. See Fig. 1 of Gray (1968) for a map of the western North Pacific tropical cyclone genesis region. We will use the MJO index of MH00 to determine westerly and easterly MJO phases over the western Pacific Ocean during May–November, and then do an energetics analysis similar to section 3. The MJO index of MH00 is constructed using the first two EOFs of the intraseasonal equatorial 850-mb zonal wind. For more details on the calculation of the MJO composites, see MH00. We will determine whether barotropic dynamics foster eddy growth over the western Pacific Ocean during westerly MJO periods. Phase 3 of the MJO life cycle represents the time of peak 850-mb easterly wind anomalies, suppressed convection, and suppressed tropical cyclone activity over the western Pacific. Phase 3 is the convectively suppressed MJO phase of Liebmann et al. (1994), when tropical cyclones are least likely. Phase 7 represents the time of peak westerly wind anomalies, enhanced convection, and enhanced tropical cyclone ac-

![Fig. 20. Same as Fig. 13, but for the western Pacific during phase 7. The reference point is located at 12.5°N, 137.5°E. The maximum wind vector is 5.2 m s$^{-1}$ at lag 0.](image-url)
tivity. Phase 7 is the convectively active MJO phase of Liebmann et al. (1994), when tropical cyclones are most likely. Composite 850-mb wind and OLR anomalies for the top 20 MJO events during phases 3 and 7 are shown in Fig. 14, and total wind field composites are displayed in Fig. 15. The total wind field over the western Pacific Ocean is westerly during phase 7. The strongest westerly winds are located between 5°–10°N and 100°–140°E, and strong zonal wind convergence is evident to the east of the Philippines. Winds during phase 3 are generally easterly over the western Pacific.

Western north Pacific EKE for all NH summer periods (not just MJO events) is generally higher during westerly periods than easterly periods (Fig. 8), similar to the eastern Pacific. Western Pacific EKE and zonal wind were averaged over the region 135°–140°E, 5°–10°N. Results are typical of relationships between zonal wind and EKE across the tropical western north Pacific. Average EKE at 850 mb during MJO phases 3 and 7 is shown in Fig. 16. Western Pacific EKE is considerably higher during phase 7 than phase 3, consistent with the tendency for higher EKE with westerly equatorial winds.

The heightened EKE during MJO westerly periods is supported by strong barotropic conversion (Fig. 17). The conversion is strong enough to replace the EKE maximum near 12.5°N, 132.5°E in a little over a day. Barotropic conversion during phase 3 is much weaker and not well organized. Lau and Lau (1992) found that barotropic conversion may provide a major energy source for western north Pacific summertime synoptic-scale disturbances. Our results show that this conversion process may be enhanced during MJO westerly periods. Conversion by the zonal convergence term $-\frac{u^2}{\alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial x}$ during MJO westerly phases at 850 mb is substantial (Fig. 18), consistent with the western Pacific MJO wave accumulation arguments of Sobel and Maloney (2000). This result is also consistent with the observation of Ritchie and Holland (1999) that regions of low-level confluence favor western Pacific tropical cyclone genesis. The $-\frac{u^2}{\alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial y}$ term, however, produces EKE generation comparable to the $-\frac{u^2}{\alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial x}$ term. Maximum generation with the term $-\frac{u^2}{\alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial y}$ is coincident with cyclonic shear of the basic-state zonal wind. The north side of this shear zone may contain potential vorticity gradient reversals that support barotropic instability (Molinari et al. 1997), although future work is necessary to confirm this relationship. The term $-\frac{u^2}{\alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial y}$ provides significant contributions to generation near 110°E.

Eddy 850-mb winds and vorticity during phase 7 are regressed onto the eddy vorticity at 12.5°N, 137.5°E (Fig. 20), which is within the region of highest eddy vorticity variance (Fig. 19) and highest phase 7 EKE (Fig. 16). Results are similar for other regression points in the near vicinity. Small-scale, slow-moving eddies are characteristic of MJO westerly periods. The eddies move northwestward at about 3° longitude and 2° latitude per day (about 4.5 m s$^{-1}$), comparable to the eddy propagation during westerly MJO phases over the eastern Pacific. Western Pacific eddies are not as zonally elongated as their eastern Pacific counterparts, however. Maximum rms eddy wind speeds are 5.2 m s$^{-1}$.

The western Pacific results indicate that small-scale, slow-moving eddies grow through barotropic conversion from the mean flow during westerly MJO periods. Eddies deriving energy from the mean flow can provide seed disturbances for tropical cyclone formation during MJO westerly periods. They occur in regions of cyclonic mean low-level shear and warm mean sea surface temperatures that favor further growth by accessing the energy available in latent heat.

5. Conclusions

The goal of this investigation was to examine the influence of low-level barotropic dynamics on tropical Pacific eddy disturbances during Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) events. Periods of strong 850-mb anomalous westerlies and easterlies are typical of opposite phases of the MJO over the tropical eastern and western North Pacific Ocean during Northern Hemisphere summer. When intraseasonal 850-mb wind anomalies associated with the MJO are westerly, eddy kinetic energy (EKE) is generated due to barotropic conversion from the mean low-level flow. Energetic eddies may provide seed disturbances for tropical cyclones.

Empirical orthogonal function analysis on eastern Pacific 850-mb zonal winds was used to locally diagnose the top 20 events for easterly and westerly MJO wind regimes. Small-scale, slow-moving, energetic eddies grow during periods of strong MJO westerly jets through barotropic EKE conversion from the mean flow. These growing eddies, in conjunction with warm mean sea surface temperatures, strong surface convergence, and 850-mb cyclonic shear, create conditions favorable for tropical cyclone and hurricane formation. MJO westerly periods foster similar eddy–mean flow interactions over the western Pacific, where Liebmann et al. (1994) demonstrated a strong modulation of tropical cyclones by the MJO.

The barotropic conversion term $-\frac{u^2}{\alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial x}$ is important for barotropic EKE conversion during MJO westerly periods in both the east and west Pacific, indicating the importance of zonal variations in the zonal wind for eddy growth. This mechanism is consistent with barotropic wave accumulation by a mean convergent zonal flow (Sobel and Bretherton 1999). Barotropic conversion over the eastern Pacific is dominated by $-\frac{u^2}{\alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial x}$ during MJO westerly periods. The conversion term $-\frac{u^2}{\alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial y}$ contributes some amplitude to the total generation over the eastern Pacific, but generally plays a secondary role. The term $-\frac{u^2}{\alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial y}$ is of comparable magnitude to $-\frac{u^2}{\alpha} \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial x}$ over the western Pacific, however. Periods of strong MJO easterlies are characterized by lesser EKE and negligible eddy generation by bar-
otropic conversion in both the east and west Pacific. Anomalous low-level divergence and anticyclonic vorticity also occur during easterly phases, making conditions unfavorable for tropical cyclone genesis. In part II of this study Hartmann and Maloney (2001) use a stochastic 2D barotropic model to determine the characteristics of eddies that most efficiently derive energy from the MJO westerly and easterly basic states. Model eddy characteristics and their relation to intraseasonal flow anomalies prove to be similar to those observed.

Previous work has suggested the importance of upstream growth of eddies over the Caribbean Sea for eastern Pacific tropical cyclone formation (e.g., Molinari et al. 1997). Our results indicate that energetics local to the eastern Pacific may be sufficient to foster cyclone formation, especially during MJO westerly wind periods. Maloney and Hartmann (2000a) emphasized, however, that not all eastern Pacific hurricanes are modulated by the MJO. Growth of wave disturbances over the Caribbean may therefore be important for eastern Pacific hurricane formation during certain weather regimes, and we have not considered baroclinic effects. Our results also do not directly contradict theories for eastern Pacific cyclone formation based on orographically induced circulations (Zehr 1991; Mozer and Zehrner 1996). Eddies produced by orography may grow through eddy-mean flow interactions during MJO westerly or easterly periods. Reduction or reversal of the prevailing easterlies impinging on the terrain of Central America and Mexico during westerly MJO periods may significantly alter the effect of orography. Case studies of tropical cyclone genesis during MJO westerly periods may help to elucidate some of these issues.
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